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PET PROJECT

MORE STROKES

Fairfield's attempt to become an animal
house stumped by ban on small pets
Page 13

The second album by The Strokes has
arrived - is it worthy of your money?
Page 9

The

Community gathers to remember Mark Fisher
BY JESSICA HOLMBERG

Lady of the Lake Church in Sparta,
N.J., Fisher is remembered as a "loving person who always made people
As the university community smile."
copes with the death of Mark Fisher
A passage read by Monsignor
'06, students have come together Paul Knauer from the Bible's Book
in remembrance and celebration of of Wisdom at the liturgy on Oct. 17
Fisher's life here at Fairfield.
: illustrated that a full life is not demLaid to rest on Oct. 17 at Our onstrated by one's age.

& JAKE

PIERSON

Reflecting on Fisher's life,
Knauer read, "...the righteous,
though they die early, will be at rest.
For old age is not honored for length
of time, or measured by number of
years; but understanding is gray hair
for anyone, and a blameless life is
ripe old age."
Fisher's father and brother re-

membered Fisher's childhood days.
"He always said how much he
loved his friends," said Fisher's father, Michael. "He enjoyed life."
Fisher's brother, Michael, remembered childhood holidays spent
with his family.
SEE "FISHER" ON P.
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RELATED STORY
More developments in
the Mark Fisher
investigation
online today at
fairfieldmirror.com

Former CEO
of Andersen
on F.U. president
search committee
BY STEVEN ANDREWS

Mirror file photo

Charging again: Tyquawn Goode '04 heads for the hoop during a game at the Arena at Harbor Yard last year. After last
year's winning season, the Stags aim to achieve the goal of making the NCAA tournament. For more, see page 20.

Apartment residents continue to deal with side effects of mold
BY JEN MALCOM

The failure of housing to remove the
locks on the windows of the Apartment Village
has left residents confused and angry.
"Housing has never effectively communicated with us what's going on with the situation," said Chris Karch, '04. "Instead every
time you call housing you get a run around
and no straight answers."
Karch is not the only student to complain

about difficulty obtaining information about
the situation in the apartments.
Jennifer Barrett, '04, said, "I called housing so many times to find out what was going
on and I got a different answer every time. I'm
so frustrated with the whole situation."
When the heat was turned on in the
building, residents requested that the locks be
removed from the windows. Students were
told that housing was looking into the matter
and as long as there was no impact on mold

growth in the apartments the locks would be
removed.
"Since we moved into the building we
have been told that the locks would be coming
off soon," said Lauren Helfrich, '04. "Now
we are at the end of October and still nothing
has been done. What is going on?"
Housing now has an answer to that question.
SEE "MOLD" ON P.
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With the retirement of President Aloysius P. Kelley, S.J., at
the end of this academic year, the
search for a new president is being conducted by a committee including Joseph Berardino, '72, the
embattled former Chief Executive
Officer of Arthur
Andersen.
It was under Berardino's
watch that the
accounting
scandal involving Andersen
and its client, BERARDINO
Enron, resulted
in a tumultuous
EDITORIAL
period for the
Berardino a
industry. Bebad choice
rardino had not
been CEO of
Page 13
Andersen during the majority
of the time the scandal was perpetrated.
Berardino is a member of the
Board of Trustees. Faculty, students, administration and alumni
join this board in the search for a
new president for Fairfield University.
Many shareholders of Enron
stock lost their entire savings when
the company collapsed and hold
Berardino responsible for their
loss since he was at the helm when
the crisis became public.
The former CEO of Ander
sen was never charged with any
involvement in the scandals that
undid his company.
SEE "DESPITE" ON P.
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Crisis averted at Dimenna-Nyselius library
BY JAKE PIERSON

The card catalog is back online,
but at what cost?
"We have no financial information
at the present time," said Joan Overfield, director of library services. "Our
primary focus has been returning the
catalog to full functionality."
No discussion about the final financial cost has been done at this time.
No action against the outside consultant who made the error that put the
catalog offline been discussed.
After the online catalog went down
on Wed. Oct. 8 during its transfer to another server, library employees worked
around the clock to fix the error.
"During the recovery, we worked
with both the outside consultant and
Computing and Network Services
to bring all functionality back," said
Overfield. "It was a real team effort."
On Fri. Oct: 17, the catalog went
back up with full functionality and accessibility.
"We recovered all data, including all records and transactions," said
Overfield.
Since the catalog came back, the

library has been checking all parts
of it to verify that it is complete and
correct.
The catalog has still not made the
move to the new server, which library
officials hope to complete soon.
"The catalog is still in a temporary mode while it moves to the final
server," said Overfield.
While the online catalog was
down, the library was used an offline database to keep track of books
checked in and checked out.
That database has not been included in the online records yet, so
the catalog will not be fully up to date
until it is added.
"The offline database is the last
piece to go in," said Overfield. "We
want everything to be set up and finished before we add the database to the
online catalog."
This incident has forced library
officials to admit that the procedures
used while moving the catalog to a new
server will need to be reviewed.
"It was an unusual accident," said
Overfield. "We will certainly review
our procedures and will probably build
in more safety factors."

Bridget Smith/The Mirror

Check mate: Dora DeNardo, '04, searches for a book at the library. Students are able to check
out books at the library again thanks to some quick actions by the school.
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The Mirror strives to report accurately in our stories. However, if you are aware of
any errors, please call Editor In Chief Ethan Fry at x6529.
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Live music by the Pep Band!
•

See the new Dance Team
and Stags Cheerleaders!
•

T-shirt giveaway and more prizes!
•

Last ehance to buy discounted
student season tickets!
•

Hosted by Rob Rocko!

www.fairfieldmirror.com
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Diversity at Fairfield not up to par
Cultural and economic diversity lacking, says U.S. News & World Report
BY TARA TOULOUMIS

Boasting a rigorous liberal arts curriculum, an accredited business school,
competitive varsity sports, and a myriad of
student clubs, Fairfield University has much
to offer a prospective undergraduate student.
However, one thing is lacking.
"There is very little diversity here at
Fairfield, not only in racial or cultural terms,
either. Everybody here is the same type of
person," says Monica Dauphinais '06.
The Princeton Review has said the
following about Fairfield students: "for
years there has been this constant stigma
surrounding the typical Fairfield student; the
bleach-blonde, Saab-driving, beach-living,
Abercrombie-wearing, parent-supported,
business major suburban specimen with his
or her nose generally pointed in a skyward
direction."
According to U.S. News & World
Report's 2004 College Rankings, out of a
possible 1.0, Fairfield earned a diversity index of 0.19, indicating little diversity among
students on campus. In comparison, Wesleyan University ranked at 0.40, Villanova
University ranked at 0.25 and The College
of New Jersey ranked at 0.28.
Although the undergraduate student
body of the university is comprised of
approximately 3,100 students, 88 percent
of these students are classified as being
of white, non-Hispanic origin, according
to the Fairfield University Common Data
Set. A mere four percent of students classify themselves as Hispanic and only two
percent are black.
Likewise, in 2002, a whopping 47
percent of Fairfield students were from
the New England region, with 46 percent
originating from the nearby Middle Atlantic States. Only seven percent of students
were from other regions of both the country
and the world, according to the University
Website.
"Many of the people at Fairfield look
the same, dress the same, and even act the
same," says Cathy Gruffi '06. "All of my
friends live within a 150 mile radius of each
other."
A homogenous student body does not
merely affect the social aspect of student life
but has greater implications.
"Personal relationships are a primary
catalyst to dispel prejudice," explains
Elizabeth Dreyer, professor of religious
studies at Fairfield University. "With the
advent of instant communication across
the globe and the growing range of diverse
backgrounds within the borders of more
and more countries, it is imperative that we
take every opportunity, not only to study
the history, customs and values of persons
from different cultures, but to come to know
them personally and enter into friendships
and cooperative projects in a spirit of openness and mutual respect."
A lack of student diversity in the Fairfield community detracts from the overall
university experience, said Elizabeth Bo-

quet, English professor at Fairfield. "Ideally, members of a university community
should be engaged in lives that promote the
best of what we can imagine for our society
and world. Full participation from a broad
range of people is obviously a huge component of this goal," said Boquet.
According to Bouquet, a more diversified student body would only enhance the
university experience at Fairfield. "I would
be happy if there were more cultural, racial
and ethnic diversity on campus. It would
make for a more vibrant, vital community
for all of us."
This is a problem not unique to Fairfield University, said Martha Milcarek, assistant vice president of Public Relations.
National trends are affecting the types of
students who are applying and where they
are applying from, she said.
"In recent years, students are staying
closer to home," said Milcarek. "They want
to be just far enough that they can still come
home [regularly]."
Uniformity among students is not a new
issue for Fairfield. From 1998 to 2002, the
number of students from states other than
the New England and Middle Atlantic region has averaged at seven percent, peaking
at only eight percent in 2001.
On campus, the Center for Multicultural Relations is an important resource
for students who wish to celebrate their
diversity. The goal of the center is "not to
create diversity but to promote it," according
to Larri Mazon, director of the Center for
Multicultural Relations.
"The race consciousness we experience as a culture is a learned process," said
Mazon. "Our obligation as an educational
institution is to erase.that, to unlearn that
package of information that causes us to be
race conscious."
Several smaller student organizations
exist within the Center and offer a forum
for students to come together and embrace
their culture, including the Asian Students
Association (ASA) and Spanish and Latino
Student Association (SALSA). These clubs
are led by students and provide multicultural
programming with both educational and social components, such as semi-formals and
lectures (see sidebar).
Fairfield is relying on marketing techniques and admissions events to draw a
more widespread radius of applicants during
the search process, according to Milcarek.
Placing ads in newspapers all over the country is only one method Fairfield is using to
obtain more viability"-nationwide.
Nevertheless, the;task of creating a
diversified student body does not lie solely
in the hands of university officials.
"Creating an inclusive and openenvironment is an integral part of the mission of
Fairfield as a Catholic, Jesuit University?"
said Dreyer. "This work belongs not only
to the admissions office and higher administration but to everyone, especially students
and faculty."

Mirror file photo by Chris Donate

Multicultural dilemma: Despite increases in minority enrollment at Fairfield, many think
there is not enough diversity.

Student Organizations Fostering Diversity
African Hispanic Asian Native American (AHANA)
An umbrella organization, AHANA includes several smaller student groups
that provide forums for fortifying ethnic pride.
Asian Student Association (ASA)
UMOJA
Spanish American and Latino Student Association (SALSA)
Big Brother/Big Sister Program
This program is geared specifically towards AHANA students and serves to
provide academic advising and social connections for the student.
Together Effectively Achieving Multiculturalism (TEAM)
TEAM is a multicultural organization consisting of students from diverse backgrounds and aims at making the University a more diverse environment.
Young Scholars Program
This program is a pre-collegiate outreach program that seeks to positively
influence the lives of inner city youths.
Multicultural Ambassadors Program
The Multicultural Ambassadors Program gives students the opportunity to
assist Admissions with increasing the AHANA student population on
campus.
Please note: Membership to each of these clubs is open to all Fairfield University students.

Programming Promoting Diversity on Campus
E-Race-Ism Days
Sponsored by the Center for Multicultural Relations, these forums are aimed
at fighting hate on campus.
Dates & Times: Nov. 3 from noon to 4 p.m. and Nov. 4 at 7:00 p.m.
Locations: Nov. 3 in the Barone Campus Center Lobby and Nov. 4 in the
Library Multimedia Room
Activities: Panel & discussion, videos, improve, and other assorted events.
Noche Caliente
Presented by SALSA, Noche Caliente is an opportunity for all students to
attend a semi-formal.
Date & Time: Nov. 8 from 7 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Location: The Oak Room
Cost: $10 for advanced tickets, $12 at the door
» « » * «
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Mold could return in three hours
if apartment windows are unlocked
CONTINUED FROM P.
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"Our consultant conducted a test
on the feasibility of unlocking the windows," said Gary Stephenson, director
of housing. "The test indicated that with
the drying units off and the windows shut
the building's interior humidity rose to
a level that would support mold growth
within three hours."
As a result of the tests, they concluded
that it is best for the apartment windows
to remain shut and locked, according to
housing officials.
"Our concern is to keep the building's
environment clean, the humidity levels
low, and the residents comfortable," said
Stephenson. "To that end the university
is following the recommendations of our
consultants and will keep the windows
locked and shut."
Many students, concerned with fire
safety as well as having fresh air, wonder
if having their windows locked is legal.
According to Arther Leffert, chair of
Fairfield's board of health, it is.
"Legally, windows are not required to
be operable, provided that there is another
'device' that will adequately ventilate the
room, i.e. HVAC systems," said Leffert.
"If HVAC systems are properly controlled,
theoretically there is no need to open the
windows and mold growth should not be
an issue."
According to housing more im-

provements than legally required have
been made.
Originally the drying units, which
control humidity, were expected to shut
down. Now they will stay in place and
continue drying the air until the outside
temperature is below 45 degrees.
In addition, an air exchange program
is in place to circulate fresh air into each
apartment and the building itself. "We are
monitoring the exchange and set the rate
higher than required for the occupancy,"
said Stephenson. "This means more fresh
air."
Additional permanent equipment will
be installed to assistant in controlling the
buildings environment and keeping the
rooms comfortable, according to housing.
But students are still not happy.
"They turn the heat on and then they
blast the air conditioning," said Kim Liaw,
'04. "It's like we have no control. I never
know if my room is going to be sweltering
or freezing when I come back."
Students are encouraged to have
patience.
"Air handling adjustment is sometimes a trial and error process and the
opening of windows during these trial
periods can disrupt proper air temperature
and humidity control," said Leffert. "My
advice is to allow the engineers time to
work out these issues and at the same time
the health department will be monitoring
the progress."

MIRROR

Despite history as Andersen
CEO, Berardino given thumbs up
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

"Berardino has not been charged with
any wrong doing and is guilty to date only
of negative press coverage. Absent some
more proof of his having done wrong there
is no reason why he should not serve on a
search committee to find a President for a
Jesuit College," said Dr. Donald Greenberg,
associate professor of politics.
Berardino has placed most of the
blame for the scandal that rocked Andersen
on workers within Enron and said his accounting firm may have made some errors,
but the vast majority of mistakes, which led
to Enron's disintegration, were completely
out of his hands.
"This company [Enron] made bad business decisions," he said, while testifying
before the House Financial Services Committee last winter. "They made investments
that didn't pay off. At the end of the day, we
do not cause companies to fail."
Some students agree.
"I think that if he did not have any
knowledge of the accounting practices, he
can't be held fully responsible," said James
Taglione, '05, an accounting major. "Also, if
he has been on the Board for several years and
helping the school out, I don't think he should

be kicked off unless anything is proven."
While the current president, Fr. Kelley,
has not responded to questions regarding
Berardino, Dr. Lisa Newton, the director
of the applied ethics program, sees nothing
wrong with his appointment. She believes
that he did all he could to avoid trouble while
working in the company and the indiscretions which occurred were inevitable and he
could do nothing to stop them.
"As Berardino is the first to say, that
does not exonerate him from responsibility
[although it does exonerate him from blame,
which is different]. He was at the helm, and
never mind he was lied to and ignored by
the miscreants; it was his job to stop them.
May the next CEO in such a position learn
from his mistakes," she said.
Students and faculty who were interviewed support Berardino's involvement
with the Board of Trustees.
"In short, there was nothing at all wrong
with the way he has behaved, he was not the
cause of the trouble to Arthur Andersen's
stakeholders, indeed, he did everything he
could to stop it," Newton said.
"Berardino has been one of our most
faithful and hard-working alumni, and he
is a perfect choice for the search committee," she said.
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Large 1-Topping Pizza 8c
20 Buffalo Wings OR
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*** ACT NOW! Book 11 people,
get 12th trip free. Visit the official
website for spring break '04. The
best deals to the hottest destinations.
Group discounts for 6+ www.sprin
gbreakdiscounts.com or 800-8388202.
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Deal #8
Boy Any Large
Pizza & Get
a 2-Liter

FREE
Fairfield

255-8823

Hostess Needed: Make extra
$$, great pay, close to campus.
TENGDA 255-6115

Spring Break '04 with
StudentCity.com and Maxim
Magazine! Get hooked up with Free
Trips, Cash and VIP Status as a
Campus Rep! Choose from 15 of
the hottest destinations. Book early
for FREE MEALS, FREE DRINKS
and 150% Lowest Price Guarantee!
To reserve online or view our Photo
Gallery, visit www.studentcity.com or
Call 1-888-SPRINGBREAK!

I

Sports Teams
Clubs - Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester
with a proven CampusFundraiser
3 hour fundraising event. Our free
programs make fundraising
easy with no risks. Fundraising
dates are filling quickly, so get
with the program! It works.
Contact CampusFundraiser
at (888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com
Spring Break - Nassau/Paradise
Island, Cancun, Jamaica and
Acapulco from $489.Air, Hotel,
Transfers, Parties and More!
Organize small group- earn FREE
TRIPS plus commissions! Call 1800-GET-SUN-1

Spring Break 2004- Travel with
STS, America's #1 Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas and Florida.
Now hiring on-campus reps. Call
for group discounts. Information/
Reservations 1 -800-648- 4849 or
www.ststravel.com.
USASPRINGBREAK.com
Cancun, Bahamas, Acapulco,
Jamaica & more! Don't be fooled! Go
with quality & experience!
28 years in business ;
Largest Student Tour Operator
(Division of USA Student Travel)
Call 1-877-460-6077
Now hiring Campus Reps
Earn 2 Free Trips for 15 Travelers &
$$

Place a classified ad for as low as $15 for 20 words!
Call Josh or Keith at (203) 256-6594 for more information.
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Report: Athletics at Fairfield makes the grade
BY CAITLIN CALLAGHAN

If you have openedup the newspaper in
the past few months, you have read articles
about the academic fraud involving the
basketball scandal here at Fairfield University.
But what you may not have read is
that Fairfield University came in third
place in the NCAA Division I-AA for its
athlete graduation rate. The USA.com
article entitled NCAA Academic Achievement Awards listed Fairfield University
as graduating 88 percent of its freshmen
athletes from 1996.
Fairfield Athletic Director, Gene Doris
said, "We are very proud of Fairfield's graduation rate and third ranking. It sets a standard that will be challenging to maintain, but
that is our goal and commitment."
The ranking comes from following
freshmen athletes who entered college in
the fall of 1996 and had six years to graduate. Fairfield came in third place to Bucknell
University with 100 percent and Davidson
College with 97 percent, while beating out
seven other universities in its division including William and Mary and Colgate.
Coordinator of Student Programs, Mary
Ann Palazzi said, "The student athletes at
Faiifield-tfrrfversity are motivated. They
have a competitive nature both on the field
and in the classroom. Coaches remind the
athletes that they are students first and ath-

letes second."
There are many reasons why Fairfield
University had such a high ranking. Athletes
at Fairfield University are required to attend
eight hours of study hall a week during their
freshmen year. If an athlete's grade point
average is not above a particular level, they
must continue to attend the study halls in the
upcoming years.
Fairfield University also has several
committees who review the relationship between academics and athletics on a regular
basis. These committees include the Athletic
Advisory Committee, the Stags Council and
the Faculty Athletic Committee.
Athletes are motivated individually
and as a team to succeed academically. The
field hockey team set a goal GPA of 3.2 for
the team average before the start of their
season.
"Each year we increase our goal GPA,"
said field hockey player Lindsay Martin '04.
"I really think academics are important for
athletes, and Fairfield does a great job of
encouraging its athletes to succeed in the
classroom."
Other athletes felt that coaches play an
important role in academic success.
"The coaches are willing to work
with our academic schedules," said field
hockey player Megan Daher '06. "If we
have field trips or important classes or
tests, our coaches know that they matter
more than sports. The coaches value the

OH NO!!
NOT ANOTHER
ALCOHOL AWARENESS
EVENT!!!!!!!

idea of the scholar athlete.
School is first, and sports are
second."
Field hockey player
Caitlin Quinn '07 added,
"Our coaches are not only
concerned about our well-being as athletes, but they are
also concerned about how we
perform in the classroom."
Others point out that athletes often come to Fairfield
because of its high academic
recognition.
Doris said, "The coaches
are mindful that students who
choose to attend Fairfield and
represent the University athletically do so because they
are committed to a Fairfield
education and a future that
transcends sport."
Field hockey player Megan Moynihan '06 added, "We
come here to get an education. The athletic
department wants its athletes to succeed in
the classroom."
Doris also attributed academic success to the academic administration and
faculty.
"They [academic administration and
faculty] are extremely supportive of student
athletes, as they are with all students in both
advising and individual help. The Academic

Center coordinates with the administration
to ensure that athletes receive the support
they need to excel academically. The Center
creates a climate to permit student athletes
to maintain proper study habits despite a
demanding daily schedule."
The NCAA Academic Achievement
awards are determined by looking at a
federal-rate form that all Division I and II
schools, who give out athletic scholarships
are required to fill out each year.
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If you have asked yourself any of these questions you are not alone.
Come take a simple questionnaire and discuss your results with a counselor.
•

BUT WAIT
It's different!!!
TODAY, yes today
Thursday October 23
Stop by the Wellness Wall outside the
Bookstore from 11:30am-4pm and
enter our virtual bar and from 4-7pm
at Jazzman's try your hand at the
Ultimate Quiz!
This is yet another great event brought to
you by the Peer Education Network!

•
•

Have you ever felt that you should cut down on your
drinking?
Have people annoyed you by criticizing your drinking?
Have you ever felt bad or guilty by your drinking?

•
•
•

Are you terrified about being overweight?
Have you gone on eating binges where you feel
you may not be able to stop?
Do you feel that food controls your life?

wmmm

1.

I have had times when I
feel anxious, frightened
or panicky in situations
where most people do not
feel that way.
2. I am having trouble with
sleeping too much, or too
little.
• I feel unable to do the
things I used to do.
• I feel unhappy.
•
I have been feeling
irritable and/or anxious.

©CT©Wm IfTH
BCC OAK ROOM
11:30am - 2:00pm

REGIS & JOGUES
4:30 -6:30pm

COME TAKE A SCREENING FOR
Depression, Anxiety, Eating Disorders, Substance Abuse
Information all day long at BCC and on Pipeline
Sponsored by Counseling Services
For more information
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Fisher "was the glue that held us together"

MIRROR

CAMPUS CRIME BEAT
CASEY AMMERMAN

CONTINUED FROM P.

1

Rev. Jim Bowler, S.J., resident
Jesuit of Kostka and Claver Halls,
organized a memorial service on
Oct. 19 in a lounge in Claver.
"I felt that this [mass] needed
to communicate that Mark is still
with us," said Bowler. "People
could come together with, for,
and to Mark."
Fisher's resident assistant,
Teresa Correa '05, attended the
service and felt that the service was
very beneficial to the community.
"The people who attended
were close to Mark," Correa said,
regarding the approximately 15
attendees. "When Mark's friend,
Terrance, spoke about how he
knew Fish, some people smiled
during his speech. At first, it
seemed a little awkward, but it
seemed appropriate considering
Fisher's character."
A memorial mass, presided
by President Rev. Aloysius P.
Kelley, S.J., was held at the Egan
Chapel of St. Ignatius of Loyola
on Oct. 21. With standing room
only, the chapel was filled with
at least 400 students, faculty, and
administrators. Fisher's family
was also in attendance.
Rev. Terrence Devino, S.J.,
addressed the crowd and said,
"Mark always looked for the best
in life. His smile changed every-

"I'll never forget when my
brother, Mark, and my sister,
Alexis, gave me solar glasses," he
said. "I'D never forget how excited
they were and I got excited too."
After coping with their mother's diagnosis of cancer, Michael
remembered Mark's optimism for
her survival.
"Mark always said, 'Don't
worry, Mommy will be home
for Christmas,'" said Michael in
response to their mother's hospitalization.
After Fisher's family spoke,
Mark's best friend from Andover,
N.J., Cliff Cino, was invited to
share a poem he wrote.
"When I get to heaven, there
will be no lines at White Castle /
it will always be opening day for
Little League / it will never rain on
the baseball field / and there will
always be rice and beans with
the meat," said Cino, a friend of
Fisher's since kindergarten.
Not a dry eye remained in
the church filled with at least 600
of Fisher's family and friends.
Mourners then exited the church,
proceeding to the Gate of Heaven
Cemetery in East Hanover, N.J.,
where Fisher was laid to rest last
Friday morning.

Gome to tta •

thing and always saw the glass as
half full, not half empty. We have
come together as a community to
remember Mark."
Mark's father, Michael, spoke
at the end of the mass.
"Mark had a tough decision to
make when football was disbanded,"
he said. "Mark decided to return to
Fairfield because of his family here.
He loved everyone here."
Despite the grief they felt,
students reacted positively to the
memorial services.
"I absolutely loved the
number of people who came,"
said Vincent Sweeney '06, a best
friend of Fisher from Fairfield.
"Mark was unique. He made you
feel great and always positive, no
matter what was going on in your
life. He was the glue that held us
together."
Sweeney said he and Mark's
closest friends traveled to the New
Jersey shoreline last weekend to
remember Fisher and to celebrate
his life.
"We wanted to remember the
good," he said. "Mark would take
anything for us, and it's a big void
to fill."
"I never got a chance to tell
him I loved him," Sweeney said.
"But I know now that he knows
how much we loved him."

TW Warp Again...

Tuesday, October 14
12:52 p.m. - $500 was taken from a desk drawer in Canisius.
This is under investigation.
4:29 p.m. - Security escorted solicitors off campus.
6:28 p.m. - A Chinese food delivery man delivered $100
worth of food which was unclaimed.
Friday, October 17
12:31 a.m. - A Criminal Trespass Warning was issued to
two non-students for breaking mirrors in a residence
bathroom.
1:08 a.m. - The east side card-access door of Jogues residence hall was found smashed to pieces.
Saturday, October 18
12:30 a.m. - An assault was reported outside a residence
hall. It is under investigation.
Monday, October 20
3:36 p.m. - There was a fire in a trash can outside Campion
residence hall. Security put the fire out.
Tuesday, October 21
1:36 a.m. - A harassing phone call was reported. This is
under investigation.
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Rude awakening: Long lines await students at Jazzman's Cafe
BY ASHLEIGH EGAN
Your alarm goes off at 8:30
a.m. That leaves your bleary-eyed
self a half hour to throw on some
sweats, get your morning caffeine
fix at the Campus Center and
stumble to your 9 a.m. class.
But you'll need to get yourself out of bed a little earlier this
year.
Last year students had the
option of grabbing their morning cup of coffee at the Barone
Campus Center Snack Bar (commonly known as the Stag) or
the Jazzman's cafe in the BCC.
This year students only have the
Jazzman's cafe available to them
before 11 a.m.
The result: long lines and time
problems for students.
"When I'm already late to
class in the morning the long
lines really don't help at all," said
Meagan Nestler, '05.
The size of the Jazzman's sitting area is also a concern.
"There's not enough people
working at the Jazzman's in the
mornings and there's not enough
room for everyone to sit," said
Maressa Drake, '05.
This year the Stag opens at
11 a.m. on weekdays, as com-

pared to 9 a.m. for much of last
year. According to Jim Fitzpatrick,
assistant vice president of student
services, the Stag opens later this
year for two reasons: financial concerns and the flow of traffic.
Financially, says Fitzpatrick,
opening the Stag two hours later
will save the university money,
although the exact amount is not
available since it is included in the
entire of the campus food budget.
Last year the traffic between
the hours of 9 a.m. and 11 a.m.
was commonly "extremely minimal," said Fitzpatrick, and that the
university felt that the Jazzman's
cafe alone could accommodate all
of these students.
Students tend to disagree.
"I went to the Jazzman's the
other day to get some juice in between classes around 9:15 a.m.,"
said Christine Gingras, '06. "The
lines were so crazy that I had to
go buy juice in the bookstore
instead."
"I have class straight from
9:30 a.m. until 1:45 p.m.," said
Larissa Cranston, '06. "I only
have fifteen minutes in between
classes, and if I waited in line at
Jazzman's I'd be late for my next
class. I usually have to run up to
the cafeteria and waste a meal to

Taylor Clarke/The Mirror

The waiting is the hardest part: Students invest some quality time at
Jazzman's Cafe.
grab breakfast instead."
Jazzman's is not accommodating the students as well as
was hoped. Fitzpatrick receives
a printout of the amount of traffic at the Jazzman's cafe, divided
into fifteen-minute intervals, and
admits that student traffic tends
to be extremely heavy before
morning classes, specifically at 9:
45 a.m. and 10:45 a.m. before the
Stag opens. At the peak hours before morning classes students may
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The details:
Ads will be included on a first-come,
first-served basis when space is
available. Only student-run clubs
are eligible. Limit 1/8 page per issue.
If you would like guaranteed space,
you can buy an 1/8 page for a special
on-campus rate of only $25!
The Mirror is the quickest way
to reach the student body!
Call x6594 to place your ad today!

have to wait on a line of upwards
of ten students, and this wait can
take up precious time.
One of the specific problems
faced by the Jazzman's cafe is
when a student wants a simple cup
of coffee and is forced to wait on
the same long line as someone who
wants a sandwich made for them.
"Sodexho hasn't yet come up
with a plan for express students
(those who just want to buy some
coffee and go to class)," said Fitz-

patrick. "We are expecting a plan
in the next few days to alleviate
these problems."
Some students aren't only
worried about themselves as customers at the cafe.
"I feel bad for the people
who work here," said Marina Pastorelle, '05. "They are stuck doing
everything for so many people. I
think the Stag should open earlier
to help them out."
The hours for the Stag diner
and Jazzman's cafe this year are as
follows: the Jazzman's cafe is open
from 8 a.m. until 10 p.m. on weekdays and 11 a.m. until 10 p.m. on
weekends. In the Stag, the various
stations are open anywhere from
11 a.m. until 2 a.m. depending on
the station and day of the week.
Despite student desire for
the Stag to open earlier like last
year, Fitzpatrick says that there
are no plans to change the hours.
He would also like to remind students that after Easter break last
year the Stag's hours were changed
on weekdays to opening at 10 a.m.
instead of 9 a.m.
"We recognize the problem
and are awaiting the Sodexho plan
to alleviate it," said Fitzpatrick.
Sodexho could not be reached
for comment.
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Napster, fiunes prepare to battle against illegal music services
> )**;uttt« we

BY ALISHA HOLLAND

Cassette tapes replaced vinyl.
Digital compact discs replaced
cassette tapes. And now, file
sharing and Internet downloading
will replace CD's.
As the music industry is feeling the effects of declining record
sales, and the RIAA is launching
an all-out attack on downloaders,
the very company that started
the music-downloading craze
will launch a new service that
will require users to pay for their
music.
On October 29, Napster will
release Napster 2.0, a subscription service that will allow users
to access more than half a million
songs. Individual songs can be
purchased for 99 cents, and whole
CD's will be available for $9.95.
In addition, Napster will offer a premium service for $9.95
a month that will include, among
other things, unlimited streaming
and downloading.
Napster first made news when
it premiered in 1999, and became
increasingly popular on college
campuses, thanks to easy access to
high-speed Internet connections.
It wasn't long before the
music industry, and more specifically the Recording Industry As-

sociation of America, caught wind
of this "music piracy" and sued
Napster. In 2002, Napster's run
as a free music-sharing program
was done for good.
The music industry's reaction
to Napster 2.0 is considerably
more favorable.
Cary Sherman, RIAA president, said, "This is another welcome addition to a legal online
music marketplace that continues
to offer fans innovative and exciting opportunities to access the
music they want."
Some students share Sherman's sentiment and are in favor
of paying to download music.
"I think it's a really good
deal," said Jay Imhoff, '05. "I
think musicians deserve to get
paid. They only make a small
profit after they pay dues to the
record labels, so I think if we
want to appreciate their artform,
we should pay for it, like every
other artform."
One concern is the amount of
time it will take to download songs
from Napster. "I think that paying
a small fee for each song is fine, as
long as the program is reliable. I
don't want to wait six hours for a
two minute song," said Mike Gallinari, '05.
In addition to winning RIAA

^!^j t..'" ^rjfy'ffjsn:

i—
Courtesy of Napster

It's back: Napster 2.0 launches Oct. 29 as a purely legal service with
paid downloads available from all the major labels. Napster faces stiff
competition from Apple's iTunes service, which launched last week.
approval, Napster 2.0 has also attracted a multitude of partners for
the company, including Gateway,
Microsoft, Roxio, Samsung, and
Yahoo.
Such partners are interested in
reaping the benefits of an all-digital music business. For example,
Samsung worked with Napster to
create portable audio devices made
to use with music downloaded
from Napster.
"The Samsung Electronics
and Napster partnership enables
us to offer a seamless experience
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from selecting and downloading
legal music from Napster to enjoying that music on the Samsung
player," said Samsung's executive
vice-president, Eric Kim.
Napster 2.0 is part of a growing movement to make music
downloading legal and inexpensive.
About 6 months ago, Apple
unveiled it's iTunes music store,
allowing Mac users to purchase
songs to download for 99 cents.
According to Apple, since
iTunes premiered, more than 13

million songs have been purchased. Recently, the program
was expanded so that Windows
users will be able to have the same
access to the iTunes service that
Mac users already do.
Since last Thursday, more
than 1 million Windows users
have downloaded the iTunes
program, along with more than
a million songs, according to an
Apple press release.
Apple currently offers its
iTunes users about 400,000
songs.
Music downloaded from the
iTunes store is transferable to
Apple's digital music player, iPod,
which can hold up to 10,000 songs.
The iPod is also now available for
both Mac and Windows users, for
about $299.
Apple and Napster have negotiated deals with the five major
industry labels (Warner, Sony,
BMG, EMI, Universal) in order
to be able to offer songs from the
labels' artists.
However, the temptation of
free music file-sharing programs,
like Kazaa, remains. Some students prefer to take advantage of
such sites.
"I'm still downloading from
free networks," said Lindsay
Carothers, '05.

m

For more information, please call 212-854-3142,
e-mail: lar46@columbia.edu, or visit our Web site.

Now accepting applications for the program
beginning in June 2004.

Open 24 Hours, 7 Days
www.columbia.edu/cu/mpaenvironment

All major credit cards accepted
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Strokes on fire - but "Is This It?"
BY ETHAN FRY, TARA LYNCH
& KEITH WHAMOND

For several months, we've
have been telling anyone willing
to listen (which is not too many
people) that our faith in rock and
roll rests entirely on The Strokes'
upcoming sophomore album,
"Room on Fire."
But this is nothing new.
Rock and roll affecianados have
long held faith in The Strokes as
saviors of rock and roll after the
pop-saturated late ninties.
When the band first burst onto
the music scene in the Lower East
side of New York in 1999, they
were immediately, touted as the
most important rock band of the
new millenium, drawing comparisons to The Velvet Underground
and The Rolling Stones.
After listening to the album,
which comes out next Tuesday, we
all can safely say that our faith in
rock is as sound as ever.
i
Although "Room on Fire" is
not as earth-shattering as thair debut LP, "Is This It?", the album is
a very solid follow-up efforj.
So many bands fall flat on
their faces after trying to change
direction musically on a new album (think every Smashing Pumpkins album after "Mellon Collie"),
but the Strokes do not fall prey to
such a trap. Musically, this album

sounds like their first, and we're
not complaining.
"Room on Fire" is a fastpaced collage of moody, driving guitars, scratchy vocals and
simple but delectable bass and
percussion.
There are 11 songs on the album, and none are more than four
minutes, but this is a good thing:
every song leaves the listener
wanting more, instead of droning
on with repetition of a meaningless
chorus or labored solo work.
We'd love to highlight some of
the outstanding songs on this CD,
but to do that we'd have to discuss
every track at length.
"12:51," the album's first
single, rids itself of the usual
distortion on lead singer Julian
Casablancas' voice.
Instead, there's a phase on
his voice, giving the song a more
futuristic sound to it.
The music video which accompanies it also keeps with the
futuristic vibe of the song, with
video of the band performing the
song with a neon hue to each member, albiet perhaps a bit too similar
to the video for Ozma's "Spending
Time on the Borderline."
A favorite song on the album is undoubtedly the eighth
track, "Under Control." This
song sounds like The Righteous
Brothers on crank, with a dash of

ply, is the kind of music that fans
of rock and roll have been waiting for.
In a music landscape littered
with a lot of crap (Creed, Sum
41, etc.), efforts by bands like
The Strokes and The Flaming
Lips are breaths of fresh air in an
otherwise stale, fetid and oppressive atmosphere in contemporary
music.
Perhaps the best example of
The Strokes' sentiments on their
own success is evident on the
strong first track of the album,
"What Ever Happened" when
Casablanca raspily exclaims "I
wanna be forgotten."
The thing is, if The Strokes
keep making albums like "Fire,"
they won't be forgotten anytime
soon.
Smokey Robinson.
Other strong traces include
"Automatic Stop," wlich offers
a taste of Casablanca's simple,
unapoligetic lyrics: "I'm not your
friend, I never wasi" The song is
full of catchy broken rhythm guitar
licks layered with a tight melodic
lead guitar that carries throughout
the album. (
The album's last song "I Can't
Win" is a fast, poppy and unhesitatingly adolescent song and the
perfect album closer.
Musically, "Room on Fire"
is much more impressive than "Is
This It?" Nick.Valensi and Albert
Hammond Jr. obviously took fan's
criticisms of their playing on the
band's debut, because the guitar
playing on this album is much
more impressive.
The solo for "You Talk
Way Too Much" is incredibly melodic and speedy,
and the ska-like rhythm in

"Automatic Stop" is unorthodox
and wonderful.
The most interesting part
of the album musically, though,
is the riff played in "Between
Love and Hate," which by itself
is more complex than their previous works.
But this musical complexity
does not come at the sacrifice of
the simple, old school rock and
roll music which The Strokes are
known for.
The songs never become
stuffy or boring, and the band
never loses focus of
making basic, Rolling Stones-inspired
tracks.
"Room on
Fire," quite sim-

Disc

DATA

Rating:

Artist: The Strokes
Album:
Room on Fire
Label:
RCA
\

www.thestrokes.cotn
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Comedy Central star takes on Fairfield
BY LAUREN WILSON

Thrugood Jenkin, our favorite "Half
Baked" master of the custodial arts (janitor
if you want to be a d*** about it) is coming
to Fairfield Saturday, Nov. 1. That's right,
Dave Chappelle, the famous comedian, actor,
writer and producer is scheduled to perform in
Alumni Hall at 9 p.m. Alumni Weekend.
The 31-year-old comedian has been on
the comedy circuit since he was just 14. Getting his start with stand-up gigs in the D.C.
area, Chappelle's talent was soon recognized
and launched him into an impressive career in
films, television and national stand-up tours.
He has starred in a number of hit films
including "Undercover Brother" (2003),
"Screwed" (2000), "Blue Streak" (1999) and
"The Nutty Professor" (1996). Chappelle
also starred in "Half Baked" (1998), which
he wrote and produced.
Television appearances include frequent
visits on Saturday Night Live and guest spots
on Dave Letterman, Arsenio Hall, and Howard
Stern. Chappelle also ran an HBO comedy series, played in the ABC sitcom "Buddies," and
since January has been host of "Chappelle's
Show" that airs on Comedy Central.
Chappelle is not new to the Fairfield area.
Last spring, Chappelle performed at Sacred
Heart University, doing a blend of impromptu
comedy, stand-up routines and classic roles
from some of his films and TV skits.
Melody Serafino, '05 attended the show
last year and said Chappelle was "hilarious,
never a bore, he captivated his audience with
humor in a full comedy show, almost two
hours long. Well worth the $15."
Here at Fairfield, students can expect to

see a similar repertoire, although it
will be interesting
to see if Chappelle
caters his show to
the "white brothers"
of this Jesuit Community.
While
fans
laugh at one-liners
like "George Washington Carver made
the first computer!
Out of a peanut! A
PEA-NUT!", some
listeners may find
his humor offensive,
drug-oriented and
vulgar in nature.
However, word
of Chappelle's performance has been
met with enthusiasm.
Matt Putowicz
'05 said, "I've seen
both Chappelle and
Chris Rock do standup on HBO, and
Dave is definitely
better. I can't wait
to see him live."
For those of us
that appreciate a lit- He's "Half Baked": And
tle dube and cracker
humor, Dave Chappelle should be a highlight of the year. Liam
Hanley, '05, pretty much sums it up. "If Dave
Chappelle is half as funny live as he was in

www.davechapelle.com

soon, Fairfield will be, too.

"Half Baked," when I walk out my pants are
going to be soaked," he said.
Tickets are $15 dollars for students, $25
for the public and can be purchased this week

at the Info Desk in the Campus Center. So
get out the pieces, because "Either someone's
having a party or I forgot to do my shirt laundry:"

Working class hero: Does Lennon's musical alter history??
BY KEITH WHAMOND

Evidently, boxed sets, DVD releases, and
album sales just aren't enough.
This past week, Yoko Ono, the widow of
ex-Beatle John Lennon, announced that she
was developing a Broadway musical with
producers Edgar Lansbury and Don Scardino
based on the life and music of Lennon, set to
debut in the 2004 season.
Believe me, I'm one of the biggest
Beatles fans on this campus. John Lennon is
a personal hero of mine.
But honestly, hasn't the canonization movement for John Lennon gone far
enough?
In her press release, Ono said, "[John]
was a catalyst who brought down the hy-

pocrisy and the old world establishments by
saying 'Gimme Some Truth.'"
I never thought it was possible, but
Yoko has clearly gotten more insane in her
old age.
John Lennon was an incredible poet and
musician; his musical creativity and incredibly deep and socially conscious lyrics are
some of the most powerful ever done by a
rock musician. But a "catalyst" who "brought
down hypocrisy and the old world establishments?"
His songs did make people more politically aware, but I must have missed when John
ran for President in 1976 and revolutionized
health care.
This isn't an attack on John Lennon, it's
an attack on everyone else. Look, John wasn't

a saint. At times, he drank too much, he had a
short temper, and could be a real baby about
things. Bottom line: he was a human, like the
rest of us.
It was undoubtedly his early,, tragic murder
which caused people's memory ofJohn to become
so skewed. He was a hero to millions of people,
and he made such a deep connection with his fens.
When he was taken from us entirely too soon, it
was human nature to remember him with rosetinted glasses.
If s bad enough that Beatle fans have turned
John Lennon into something he wasn't. Yoko
Ono doesn't need to add gasoline to the flames
by deifying his memory.
John Lennon was a musician, a father, a husband, and a visionary, but he didnt change the worid
Nor would he want to be remembered that way.

www.fairfieldmirror.com
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Famous ghosthunter packs Gonzaga auditorium
BY MEGAN MCGORY

ing away from the "human" ghost-syndrome
events as were photographed, and moved on
to a video and an audio tape; what she called
"inhuman and demonic; having never walked
the earth."
The video Warren presented after the
slide show was of an exorcism, and appeared
to be filmed on a mid 80's camcorder as the
quality was no better than in "The Blair Witch

Demonic voices. Ghastly images in photographs. Things that go bump in the night.
This is the norm for husband and wife team,
Ed and Lorraine Warren.
Often said to be "America's Top Ghost
Hunters", the Warrens packed the Gonzaga
Auditorium on Friday, Oct. 17, lecturing in
the college circuit as they have for the
past 35 years.
Ed Warren, 77, while on the bill
for the evening, was unable to show
up. Ill for the past two years, bed-ridden Mr. Warren can no longer walk or
talk. The Warren's son-in-law, Tony
Spera, came in his stead.
Spera began the evening by
offering some background on Lorraine Warren, who stood by him and
smiled.
"Lorraine Warren can see, hear
and feel things beyond the normal
senses," Spera said and added that
Warren, 76, can see a person's aura.
"The aura is a supernatural glow that
eminates from every living thing."
Many in the audience of over
400 people raised hands when asked
if they believed in spirits. "Everyone
here will live on forever," Spera said,
"But you will never ever die."
After a brief video, Warren began the slide presentation, showing
ghastly images of local hauntings.
White mists swirled into the shapes
of humans or even detailed faces,
drawing gasps from the audience
with each new, eerie image.
Who ya gonna call?: Lorraine Warren
Union Cemetary in Easton, Conn,
and its legendary White Lady was the
subject for many of the photographs.
Project." However, this was no fake docu"What you're looking at is how the en- mentary done in Hollywood, and this was not
ergy works," Warren said, explaining that.the the "Exorcist." This was real.
mists in the photo were a gathering of energy
The exorcism in the video took place in
pulled from nature. "Spirit does not have en- 1985, and it was of a Massachusetts farmer
ergy, and it has to draw it from somewhere; Maurice Theriault, who's father cursed him
trees, animals, anything that lives."
before he died. Theriault's father, who prac"Where there is one [ghost]," she said, ticed beastiality, made Theriault partake in
"there is more. There is rarely ever just the activity when he walked in on his father,
one."
discovering him in the act. The father pulled
As if the audience wasn't already capti- him out of school in the third grade.
vated, Warren presented another video, movThe video starts with a headshot of Theri-
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ault, around 40 at the time, talking to someone
off camera. Tears of blood well in his eyes,
and then the exorcism begins.
Theriault's face contorts. Boils bubble up
from underneath his skin. His spittle drools
from his mouth, turning to blood once it falls
upon his white t-shirt.
He blinks three times, then does not close
his eyes again for over three minutes, and as

Theriault's mother, and then himself in the
mouth. Theriault shot his wife's arm off before taking his own life. Numerous exorcisms
hadn't cured him.
At the close of the video, some members
of the audience were in tears. And the night
wasn't done yet.
Warren claimed to have demonic voices
from out of this world on a small cassette from
a house disturbance in the United
Kingdom that took place years ago.
Warning the audience to shut any
and all recording devices off because
"of problems that might arise," Spera
and Warren told the audience that it
was OK if the squeamish wanted to
leave.
Warren said that in this particular
case, two girls levitated many feet off
the floor, and one of them dematerialized for up to 14 minutes at a time,
during which she "moved through a
fire-wall."
As for the demonic voices, of
which only about four minutes of tape
were played, one sounded like Golum
from "The Lord of the Rings." It
barked, it joked, it said it had a name.
It might have been from hell, and it
even said it knew the devil, calling it
by name.
As unbelievable as it sounds,
Warren and Spera said that all of this
really happened. And even skeptics
re-evaluated their beliefs, such as Jon
Ruseski, 07, who enjoyed the presentation. "The photographs were rather
compelling," he said, "and [they] prowww.google.com
vided crucial evidence to myself as a
skeptic."
Jillian Grant, '05 and vice president
the camera zooms in on his face, one sees of programming for FUSA, who was in charge
that his eyes have become serpent-like; the of bringing the Warrens here, said, "It was
pupils closing to slits similar to a snake or a very good and the turnout was good."
Fellow FUSA member Desirae Brown,
house cat.
The priest performing the ritual asks him '07, agreed. "It was so breath-taking. It's
questions, and he answers backwards—in so undescribable, the stuff that they showed;
Latin. Theriault, a humble farmer who spoke any non-believer would be transformed, or
broken English and had only a third-grade at least I think so, because the footage was
education, spoke Latin backwards before his so surreal."
"It's just undescribable," Brown said,
eyes rolled back into his head.
Theriault and his father shared the same "You have to see it to believe it."
demise. The elder Theriault shot and killed

Linda Liefland, Ph.D.
Clinical Psychologist
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JFK on an Abercrombie bag:}
BY MELISSA NOWICKI

If David T. Abercrombie and
Erza Fitch heard what has become
of their store today, they would be
rolling around in their graves.
In 1892 Abercrombie founded
a store dedicated to' selling the
highest quality of camping, fishing and hunting gear in New York
City. He joined forces eight years
later with one of his most valuable

customers Ezra Fitch, a successful lawyer and renamed the store
"Abercrombie & Fitch."
Abercrombie soon resigned,
and Fitch turned the store into the
world's leading sports good store.
The store provided President Theodore Roosevelt with equipment
for an African safari in 1908.
As popularity grew, so did
the clientele. Ernest Hemingway,
Amelia Earhart, Howard Huges,

www.google.com

John and Jackie: Epitomizing the classier days of Abercrombie.

My big fat Greek...
I recently became engaged to
my boyfriend of three years,
and what a whirlwind has
ensued. There are many wellwishers, but for every five "Congratulations!" there is one "Why
are you rushing? How old are
you?" person who is convinced
that a twenty-something cannot
be making a wise decision with
regard to love.
I may be young and new at
this fiancee gig, but here is some
wisdom I have gained in the past
three weeks. It may not be great,
but it's better than anything Jessica
Simpson has to say.
My fiance gave me a giant
wedding workbook/planner. It
provides a detailed budget plan
spreadsheet and illustrates the
difference between day and evening wedding attire. However, it
doesn't offer advice or answers
regarding "Who is this person
my dad put on the guest list and
do 1 really have to invite them?",
"How can I convince mom that
no grandbabies are in the near future?" and "Why am I being forced
to carry the emotional baggage of
every divorced member of my
family?", which are the questions
I need answered. I am currently
making it up as 1 go along and

MARSHALL'S LAW

the Duke of Windsor, Gerald Ford,
Katherine Hepburn, Clark Gable,
Charles Lindbergh and Presidents
Taft, Harding and Kennedy all
bought items from the same store
that millions of college students
today flock to buy the latest in
overpriced polos and jeans.
The first catalogue was
printed in 1909 and included
456-pages of outdoor clothing,
gear and outdoor advice to over
50,000 customers worldwide. After Fitch retired, stores opened all
over the nation and the New York
City store expanded to include a
shooting range and a golf school.
During the 1960s however,
the popular store fell into finanhttp://msn.com
cial trouble and eventually was A little more raunch: A new era of Abercrombie.
bought out by The Limited Inc in masochistic themes and drinking to over 500 A&F's with the closest
the late 80s. The new ownership games along with conventional being less than ten minutes from
changed the image of the store and photos of A&F's wares. This is campus in Trumbull.
Hollister has been nicknamed
focused primarily on selling men's much different from the first cataand women's clothing. In 1998, logues that featured raincoats and Abercrombie's "Old Navy," as the
clothe^ are very similar in style
Abercrombie & Fitch became fishing lures, right?
independent and developed a new
Hollister, however, has re- and Hollister's clothing cost less
mained uncontroversial and shows then Abercrombie's with a fairly
store, Hollister.
Recently Abercrombie & Fitch models actually wearing the cloth- similar quality. Although more
has been criticized by the Ameri- ing the store intends to sell. The stores will be opening in the next
can Decency Association. Some store adds a "Californian Flare" to two years, the only Hollister in
state legislatures have fought the traditional preppy clothing. Cur- Connecticut is 60 miles away in
company's racy catalogs, which rently there are 125 Hollister stores Manchester.
have featured nude photos, sado- throughout the country, compared

Too soon to say I do?
BY CARLEIGH BROWER

ALISON MARSHALL

taking extended vacations in my
mind's happy place (is it a bad sign
that my brain makes me pay a toll
before I can go there?).
While learning how to juggle
the intangible aspects of my engagement, I have quickly become
wise to the more practical aspects
of having a wedding as well.
"Wedding" is spelled P-R-I-C-EG-O-U-G-E. Example: tell a salon
you need an updo for a "special
occasion" and it is $30. Substitute
"wedding" for "special occasion"
and you are now paying $60.
The bridal magazines would
have everyone think that the true
stress of a wedding is deciding between calla lilies and roses for the
bouquet. That is false (and I have
decided on calla lilies). The real
stress is contending with nay sayers. My friend Colleen, who is getting married soon, offers the best
and bluntest advice: "Don't let the
bastards get you down." Whether
engaged or single and loving it, enjoy this time. Be happy with your
choices and have faith in them. If
anyone questions you, remember—they're just bastards.

It's senior year, and you're
trying to find enough hours in the
day to keep up with your classes,
put the finishing touches on your
resume, get your capstone done,
and spend as much time with
your friends as possible before
you graduate.
Now imagine you have just
one other teeny thing to worry
about: planning your wedding.
For some Fairfield students,
this scenario is very real.
Colleen Lamb, '04, plans
to wed her fiance Ross Ajemian,
who graduated from Fairfield last
year, on June 5th, just a week and
a half after graduation. '
In addition to the stress of
planning her wedding, Lamb
has to contend with "worrying
about keeping everyone happy
and dealing with the negative attitudes of some people. It's hard
enough getting married young
with supportive friends and family [without dealing with negative
ones]," Lamb said. "You have to
enjoy this time, regardless of what
age you are."
Some Fairfield students cannot fathom being preoccupied

with wedding plans on top of
worrying about classes, studying
for the GREs, and suffering from
senioritis.
Kerry Fuller, '04 plans to
attend Colleen's wedding. "I'm
very happy for her, but I can't see
myself planning a wedding while
I'm still in college. I do long for
day when I can, though. Look
for me on 'A Wedding Story,'"
Fuller said.
Aaron Baker, '04, who will
wed Stephanie Brien, a graduate
student at NYU, on June 20th,
concedes that planning a wedding
while in college is difficult.
"It's hard to schedule [wedding] stuff because I have so
much going on the weekends and
during the week. It's tough to get
to the different sites, go see
photographers and things
like that," Baker said.
Marriage at age 21 is definitely outside of the norm.
The average age of first
marriage was around 23 for men
and 20-and-a-half for women in
the 1960s, but that number has
since increased to 29 for men
and 27 for women, according
to Robert Schoen, professor
of sociology and demography

at Penn State, The Digital Collegian reported.
However, colleges all over
the nation, including Penn State
and Harvard, have recently taken
note of students with sparkling
ring fingers.
In fact, according to The
Harvard Crimson Online, a number of students have actually said
"I do" while undergrads. There
are no married, full-time undergraduates here at Fairfield to
the best of Dean Mark Reed's
knowledge.
It's not unlikely to end up
married to your college sweetheart. According to tour guides,
50 percent of Fairfield alumni
marry one another.
The Harvard Crimson Online
reports that 70 percent of Harvard
students meet their future mate on
campus.
"I wasn't looking for someone when I met Ross freshman
year. It's funny how things end
up. I happened to meet my soulmate at Fairfield," Lamb said.
Still, some students say, there
is no need to rush into marriage
right after graduation.
SEE "MIXED" ON P.
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Mixed reactions over
college engagements

Fairfield's policy "pet" peeve
BY BRYNNE FORMATO

CONTINUED FROM P.

When you pack up your stuff and prepare to leave for college, there are always things that you can't bring along that you
wish you could. Friends, family, George Forman grills; all things
can't be packed into your duffel bag and brought with you.
At the top of the "Do Not Pack" list resides man's best
friend, or any pet besides our finned friends, fish.
"Fish are the easiest pets to take care of and they are
the ideal college pet. They are little work and little money.
I had one earlier this year, but it died already," said Lauren
Gagalis '05.
According to Gary Stephenson, director of housing
operations, "there are no pets allowed on campus [dorms,
townhouses and apartments] other than what can be in a 10
gallon aquarium." Think your pet snake is in the clear because
it resides in a 10 gallon tank? Think again.
"There is a problem with reptiles and the disease they
bring in," said Stephenson. "There are also problems with
how they are fed because generally they are fed other animals
so that can be problematic."
Everyone knows that cats' and dogs are not permitted
on campus, but does that stop students from keeping them
here?
Stephenson says that if a cat or dog or any other inappropriate animal are found, "we like to see it removed within
24 hours."
If that isn't adhered to, Fairfield University won't just
look the other way.
"We would call the appropriate agency that deals with
the animals," said Stephenson. "I believe the university has a
relationship with an agency in Westport, as well as with the

Carleigh Brower/The Mirror

Squeak! Scott Murphy '04 is here for the feeding. Mmm....

town of Fairfield who helps with the animals, including any
wild animals that may be sick or hurt."
It's not just on campus that has regulations against pets.
Many leases of beach houses include a clause that states no
pets are allowed, usually meaning dogs and cats.
"Our lease states that we are to have no pets, however, I
think that means dogs and cats, not our snake and hermit crabs,"
said Devon Kelly '04 a resident of Fairfield beach.
Having animals on campus may be a cool idea at first, but
many students fail to realize the responsibility and the financial
funds that are needed to take care of a pet. According to an
article in "The Chronicle ofHigher Education" written by Eric
Hoover, college students often turn loose their beloved four
legged friends at the end of the school year, causing many stray
animals around universities.
So when you are packing for college, or just looking for <
a companion while at school, your best bet would lie with
Nemo, not Lassie.

DON'T BE LEFT IN THE DARK
WHEN YOU PAY FOR COLLEGE.
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"I think getting this married this young is absolutely ridiculous. I have too much that I want to
accomplish on my own before I can even consider
something like that. If you are meant to marry
someone then waiting a couple of years will not
make a difference," said Jessica Mauro, '04.
Those who advise against young marriage
often state that the odds are against these couples
staying together. A young couple marrying today
has a 40 percent lifetime risk of divorce, Dr. Scott
M. Stanley, co-developer of PREP, the most widely
used marriage education curricula, told Women's
News. According to a 2001 Centers for Disease
Control report, the older a woman is at first marriage, the longer the marriage is likely to last.
Baker finds that he often gets mixed reactions
when he tells other students that he's engaged.
"I'll mention that I have a fiance, and girls
always want to know when the date is and about
the wedding, but guys sit there dumbfounded. They
say, 'You're making the biggest mistake of your
life, you're crazy, what are you doing?' I get that
a lot from my older brothers who aren't engaged,"
Baker said.
"I don't feel the need to defend my decision
to anyone," he continued. "I know what's best for
me. I've been with Steph for over four years now,
and I know I want to spend the rest of my life with
her."

SO...

psychology, huh?
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HE said / SHE said
Zack Finley

Danielle Koziura

A refresher course on dating...
be good to enlighten
you with yet another meaningful(less)
list of our making. The first date has
many possibilities for prosperity and so
many for tragedy. Here are my tips for the
women out there to avoid the latter.
10. Don't use your cell phone in any
way, shape or form. Turn it off. And never,
ever use it to make plans for after the date
that does not include us. We have already
thought about after the date, trust me.
9. Going along with that cell phone
thing... Don't have your friends call you
during the date, just to make you look like
you are sought after. We can see through
that like a cheap condom.
8. Don't talk about your ex. We know
that you are already comparing us to him,
so save us the slap in the face. If the quote
"My ex and I used to come here all of the
time" or anything remotely close to that is
spoken, the date is done.
7. Don't order anything "manlier" than
us. If we order pasta, don't get steak. If we
get a steak, don't show us up with a rack
of lamb. It's just very unbecoming and we
already have self esteem issues.
6. Do not say things like "I'm going to
change you" or "We'll fix that." If I like my

martini shaken, then holy crap, I'm gonna
get it shaken every time.
5. Don't say "I'll meet you there." This
puts the ball too far in your court. First, you
probably drive a better car than us. Second,
this gives you an easy escape route.
4. Don't order alcohol unless we talk
about it first. Seriously. If we're not drinking, you're not drinking. If all you are
thinking about is getting drunk, then why
don't we just skip dinner and get to dessert,
if you catch my drift.
3. If you do order a drink, make sure
you stay in your league. If you are used to
cheap beer, don't order a Cosmopolitan to
impress me just because you saw it on "Sex
in the City."
2. If we are on a double date and we
are with a couple that has been together for
a while,-I'm playing the wingman. This is
also synonymous with "I don't want to be
there." Try to make this as enjoyable for
us as possible.
And my number one "don't..."
1. Don't bore us with talk about how
great your friends, family or pets are. This
is just going to come back to haunt you once
we meet them and realize how distinctly
wrong you really were.
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love to go on dates. Yet, for some
reason- maybe the fact guys in college think with the wrong head most
of the time- dates are few and far between
in college.
If you are actually lucky enough to go
on a date, most of the time they can be a let
down seeing as how some guys just don't
know the right things to do
To me, telling me which house to meet
you at down at the beach so you can pour
me some nasty beer in a pretty little Solo
cup does not consecrate a date. I am talking about actually leaving our little bubble
called Fairfield.
So, boys, in order to have a successful
and possible second date, be smart and take
my advice to heart.
10. Do not act like an idiot. Show a
little respect and start the date off right. I
don't know... Maybe open the car doorgirls like that.
9. Save the game for clubs and bars. A
date is a place where I want to get to know
the real you, not the, "Damn girl, your shirt
would look good on my floor in the morning," you.
8. Never order for me. Most guys
wouldn't do this anyways, I hope, but I do

I

have a reading level past third grade so I am
capable of comprehending a menu.
7. Try not to be crude- those comments should be kept to discussions with
your guys friends. Don't make me think
less of you than I already do.
6. Act like you want to be there with
me. I mean, you asked me out, so I am assuming that there is a reason for this date.
5. Please don't hit on, stare, or ogle at
the waitress. That is definitely one way to
never get a second date. If you are going to
stare at anyone it should be me.
4. Don't expect me to put out. I am not
a prostitute. The money you are spending
on dinner does not equal the money that
would be used for other lude acts.
3. Don't be late. If you tell me 7:30,
please be punctual. If you are going to be
late, call. At least then I have time to try on
a different outfit.
2. Remember to complement me. I
obviously want to go out with you, unless
I am doing it for pity. Maybe I might let
go of the "no kiss on the first date" rule if
you tell me I look nice. Who am I kidding,
I really don't have that rule anyways.
1. Never expect me to pay. Call me pretentious, but I don't need to explain that;
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The Mirror's Chris Zeitz interviewed one
of the Stag's hard working delivery boys:
What's the best part of the job?
"The money..."
Do you get a lot of tips?
"Sometimes ... but not often at all... it
depends on the person I deliver to."
Anything funny or odd ever happen
while delivering?
"Yeah, tonight I went to Loyola and
there was no one at the room."
"The delievery was supposed to be for
tomorrow night. Otherwise, there is nothing more than typical drunken Tuesday
night stuff."
Do your friends call for delivery
when you are working?
"Absolutely, they know when I am
working and call up for pizza."
Anything else to add?
"Working here, I have a new found respect for the people who work in the food
services."

Shawn Schuerlein says: "to the Yankees
and Boone's extra inning heroics...to
cowboy down and out...to the Yankees
going to 27"...to the view from the roof
of Berchman's...to extra "roommates" in
the apartments...to the Harvest Dance...to
the Yankees...to #52...to Red Sox fans...to
FUSD...to Fulbright being finished...to
stalking the Grape and every Naut
party...to Katie being scared to go out...to
Jessie being intimidated...to the Harvest
semiformal, a great time for everyone...to
Cubs and Soxs fans...to Mike R Murphy
for being the greatest...to st.patrick's day
at the bunny...to zimmer...to Brad himself
and Terri herself...to a-side parrot...to Jessie K my bff...to ugly bob...to the sweet
scent of tuna...to not pressin charges...to
1985...to captain college...to garcia and
nelson...to EA in handcuffs...to random
hero...to being tighty but not whitey after
the dudes only tighty whitey party at the
blue light...to Chicago grant...to 9-holes of
ghetto golf...to hair pie...to cowboys in the
Grape...to I Love the 80s Strike Back...to
cases of Colt 45...to Deevos punk crush...to
less than one week until my birthday...to
corruption cave crunkers reunite...to
CLifc.to Especially Bob...to Ghostbusters wallpaper...to Richard Gere...to
Hershey...to Ben and Jerry's...to Jess...to
the BPD. Nelson, you going to jail...

Monday at 5 p.m.!
Mail: BoxAA
to locks STILL on the windows...to broken alternators...to people who don't visit
friends outside the quad...to having to make
decisions...to knoles...to calling the cops
after a few phonecalls, thanks...to girls
who hookup with people's boyfriends...to
Terrelles and Noles making out...to being a walking STD...to thick frames...to
dyking it out with girls at the Naut for
attention...to being hein and dirty...to the
herd mentality that some girls just can't
get over...to UMASS...to Jessica Simpson
and Newlyweds...to my bf leaving every
weekend...to freshmen who imitate uppserclassmen, especially sophomores...to
broken heat...to the Red Sox-you guys
suck...to nothing that you studied being
on the test...to the Marlins...to my ugly
toe...to being the designated driver...to the
Mirror...to Fibs...to Oops...to scrounging
for articles...to thinking of Boos...to people
not sending in Cheers and Boos...to Christina Aguilera...to Britney Spears...to On
Your Honor. I bet your girlfriend wishes
you were dead...to dependency...to married
men who want you as their girlfriend...to
Rooties acting weird...to making
desicions...to Tuesday nights and no front
page..to not getting paid...to drama...to
using someone else's toothbrush...to bad
pictures...to guys who dis girls who "don't
put out"...to panties...
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Berardino, the face of Fairfield?
Two years ago, the first signs of the Enron collapse were
beginning to show. About 6,100 people lost their jobs in the
wake of the company's bankruptcy, along with health insurance
and retirement savings. As they pumped more and more Enron stock into their 401 (k) plans, Kenneth Lay, the company's
Chief Executive Officer, assured them that Enron was a strong
company. While doing this, when he was quietly unloading
his own Enron stock.
To most students it may seem that the Enron disaster has
nothing to do with Fairfield University, but it does. The accounting firm that signed off on Enron's accounting, Arthur
Andersen, was headed by Fairfield graduate and board of
trustees member Joseph Berardino '72. The board recently
put Berardino on a 14-member committee (including only
one student) to search for a successor to Rev. Aloysius P.
Kelley, S.J., who will step down as president at the end of the
academic year. The Mirror thinks that such a selection is an
error in judgment on the board's part.
Berardino was not solely responsible for the fall of Enron,
or the fall of Andersen, or the wave of scandals involving
Andersen including the collapse of companies like Waste
Management, Global Crossing and Worldcom. But he was
the head of an accounting company implicated in the worst
accounting missteps in the history of the profession.
After some rough questioning by Congress and a wave
of negative press coverage, Berardino resigned as the head of
Arthur Andersen months before the company was convicted of
obstructing a Securities and Exchange Commission investigation into Enron.
The first sentence of Fairfield's mission statement says
that this institution strives to instill in students "ethical and
religious values and a sense of social responsibility." The
statement also says "Jesuit Education, which began in 1547,
is committed today to the service of faith, of which the promotion of justice is an absolute requirement."
More than six thousand people lost their jobs, insurance
and some or all of their savings in the Enron debacle, while
the top executives dumped their stock at inflated values and
gave themselves multi-million dollar severance packages. Is
there any justice in that?
Again, it would be absurd to say Berardino was the only
man responsible for these awful disasters. But should one of
the public representatives of our university also be a man directly connected with several of the worst economic disasters
in the history of capitalism? We think not.

THE FAIRFIELD MIRROR
The Mirror welcomes the opinions
and contributions of its readers:
Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted by disk,
e-mailed to commentary@fairfieldmirror.com
or submitted through our website: www.fairfieldmirror.com.
Once recieved, all letters become property of The Mirror.
There are no guarantees of publication and all submissions must be signed.
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content,
length and grammatical error. Letters should be free of obscenities
and personal attacks, and should contain correct and factual information.
Please keep letters to under 350 words.

The Mirror is in room 104 of Barone Campus Center

My roommate is a mooch
It's 7:30 a.m. on a Saturday and my housemate
"Olaf' (my housemates name for purposes of this
article) is sitting on the edge of the couch, unshaven,
unkempt, and nearly undressed. All that is keeping
him decent is a gritty loincloth which
some would call a pair of boxers.
Roommates and housemates
come in all different forms. Hopefully
you have a good rapport with yours.
If you lack one fear not, things could
be worse, much worse.
"What are you doing up?" he
greets me with.
"I had some errands I wanted to
take care of," I respond with while
noting his continually deteriorating
state. He merely shrugs, turns back
to the TV, and hits the same jump in
Grand Theft Auto: Vice City for the
thousandth time in between bites of a
peanut butter sandwich minus the jelly
(too expensive).
I am writing this article in the
hopes that some help can be found
for Olaf. You see he and I have been drifting apart of
late. At first it was fun and games, but now his lack
of clothing coupled with overbearing stinginess has
brought me to the breaking point.
Once he found out that townhouses have to pay
utilities he went berserk. He ran to the circuit breaker
and shut everything off. Jealously he guarded that box
for over a week while the entire house went incommunicado. It was only the lure of a highly addictive
video game that brought some level of sanity back
to his life.
"I have 37 hidden packages!" he exclaims in the background as I write.
His jangled nerves seem to be soothed by the sheer
violence in Vice City. I smile as he chainsaws a policeman. Nice one. When he isn't playing, he is constantly on everyone's case about power consumption
and his "1/5" of the house. The only food he owns at
present is two eggs and ajar of peanut butter. Still, he
thinks he needs more cabinet and refrigerator space
for future "parcels."

THE BOND FILE
MICHAEL A. BOND

The funny thing is, he loves his Sodexho meal
plan. The beefy meatballs and fatty mozzarella sticks
are continually piled high on his tray. In my opinion,
he has nothing in mind to fill the space he is endlessly
fighting for. It's just a pure power game.
"This milk is taking up too much room!" he
snorted at me last night while hurling the fragile
container at my face. It was messy to clean up, but I
took it with good humor.
Of late, my robust figure has become rather
skeleton-like. Olaf finds it enjoyable to go through
every food product I have in order to find a "prize"
inside. Then, he either eats the object in question or
feeds it to his snake he calls "Snookums" (He has so
much affection for that monster).
Please, someone help me! He must be stopped
before it's too late. I have written Amnesty International and they are working on finding funding for
me so as to keep Olaf under-control. I just pray that
he is entertained long enough by this ultra-violent
video game.

Where's the diversity??
BY ALISON MARSHALL

"Fairfield University is a
comprehensive Jesuit university
that prepares students for lives of
leadership and service in a constantly changing world." So begins
the mission statement of the school.
The most accurate part of the statement is the acknowledgement of "a
constantly changing world."
According to the Bureau of
the Census, in 2000 the American population was 70 percent
Caucasian, 13 percent Latino, 12
percent African-American, 4 percent Asian and other and 1 percent
Native American. Projections indicate that in 2050, Caucasians
will make up only 53 percent of
the population of this country.
During the 2002-2003
academic year, racial minorities

constituted a mere 10.4 percent of
Fairfield University's student body.
The number of African Americans,
Asian and Latino students enrolled
actually fell from 2001 to 2002.
The Princeton Review's decision
to rank Fairfield University as 10th
in Homogenous Student Population and 11th in Little Race/Class
Interaction was not a shock to any
student or faculty member.
The school puts on a good
show; there is AHANA, SALSA,
Kadima and a gay-straight alliance.
Assorted community service types
take sabbaticals to Bridgeport.
However, until the student
body is as diverse as the campus
organizations and clubs, service
work in Bridgeport is not performed for selfish or guilty reasons, it remains a show. Sincerity
may not be lacking, but as long as

that which is not white, affluent,
straight and Catholic is perceived
as the "other" or worse, is met
with well-meaning pity, there will
never be a heterogeneous university community.
World and U.S. Diversity core
requirements are a positive step,
but at heart, an unnecessary one.
It would not be necessary to force
students to learn about other cultures, races, religions or ideologies
if such differences could be explored in daily interaction among
students and professors.
This is not the America or
even the school of 1953; we can
no longer afford ignorance. We are
a comprehensive Jesuit university
that must prepare ourselves for
leadership and service in this
constantly changing, heterogeneous, world.
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Grip it and rip it
BY TARA LYNCH

Weed has gotten a bad rap. Every time someone brings
it up (be it academically or otherwise) people scoff at the
notion that this "gateway drug" could serve any purpose
besides causing the munchies.
No, I'm not going to sit here and argue for the legalization of weed (I did that in high school and got an A)
because, hey, I'm from New Hampshire, and who there
doesn't like a rousing conversation about the merits of some
"real diesel" hash?
Rather, I'm arguing for the decriminalization of a light
drug that carries a heavy penalty; the decriminalization of a
plant that eases pain and provides a renewable and efficient
source of energy.
In the light of today's current situations, it's far from
irrelevant.
Just consider the changing foreign policy, high energy
consumption and diminishing natural resources. Throw in a
presidential election, the recent decriminalization in Canada,
the New York Times bestseller "Reefer Madness" and you
have a prominent and pressing issue.
I could get granola on you and taut the numerous economic and environmental benefits of hemp. "Dude," I'd say,
"the first American flag was made out of hemp!"
But the unnecessary stigma surrounding dank would
immediately squanch all of the many valid arguments, including the results of a recent study at McGill University
which found that hemp grown for use as biomass fuel could
replace all of our gas, coal and oil energy needs, eliminating
the need for fossil fuels. And forget the fact that England,
France and Spain have already legalized low THC versions
of the plant for agricultural use - who cares about them
anyway?
Being a realistic, it's unlikely that in the near future
hemp will be used as a viable source of energy. Rather,
the true benefits of cannabis lie in its medicinal uses. The
true benefits of decriminalization lie in the taxpayer's
pockets.
Medicinal marijuana recently came to the forefront
when on Oct. 16, the Supreme Court upheld a decision
that doctors in those states that allow medicinal marijuana
cannot be punished for discussing and recommending medicinal marijuana to their patients.
For years doctors, nurses and patients have touted the
benefits of weed for patients suffering with AIDS, glaucoma
and cancer. Currently nine states have legalized marijuana
for medicinal purposes. Medical access to the drug has been
endorsed by many reputable
publications, including the
New England Journal of
Medicine. Additionally, its
medical benefits have been
editorialized in The Boston
Globe, The New York Times
and USA Today.
It's time that the government stops treating marijuana
as a matter of crime and punishment, and instead treats it
as a public health issue.
The penitentiary system
is another mess. What ever
happened to the idiom that
"the punishment should fit the
crime?" In "Reefer Madness,"
author Eric Scholosser ("Fast
Food Nation") points out that
in some states, the penalty for
simple possession is jail time.
In fact, the Federal Bureau of
Investigation reports that 89
percent of all marijuana arrests
are for possession, not production or distribution. This cost
taxpayers in excess of $12 bil-

lion dollars a year to keep these "criminals" in jail.
Decriminalization would involve the removal of penalties of marijuana for personal use. Small fines may be
issued, but there is typically no arrest or criminal record.
Marijuana is currently decriminalized in eleven states, so
what's another 39?
After all, in the Netherlands, where marijuana is legal,
overall marijuana use is lower than it is in the US, and use
among adolescents and teenagers is significantly lower.
Further, the two Australian territories which have decriminalized marijuana have similar (not higher) rates of use as
the other six territories.
I could go on and on. I could mention that a recent
Columbia University study reported that 85 percent of teens
said that weed was easier to obtain than alcohol or cigarettes,
two legally regulated substances, and that the legalization
of weed may actually reduce consumption in users under a
designated legal age. Or that legalization would in fact make
weed safer, by allowing for regulation of the drug.
On a more sarcastic (but equally valuable) note: When
was the last time you saw some "stoner" grab a gun and
go shoot someone in an intoxicated rage? Never. Because
they were too busy sitting on the couch, watching "South
Park" and eating Pop Tarts.
So, would it be so hard to consider the issue of decriminalization, or even legalization in future elections?
As threats of terrorism hopefully yield and we as a
nation focus on domestic policies, would it be out of the
question to direct that conversation towards our failing
anti-drug campaign?
This would ultimately benefit us as a nation, easing the
ailments of our terminally ill, providing a renewable source
for textiles and other goods, and saving taxpayers millions of
dollars on criminal enforcement that could be used towards
anti-drug education and rehabilitation.
Canada's decriminalization was a step in the right
direction, a step we should follow. But this, of course, is
all in due time.
For now, I'd settle if this currently "hush-hush" issue
would move out of the realm of obscurity and into the mainstream. It's a legitimate topic, worthy of discussion.
I mean, I don't expect to walk into a Washington 'coffee shop' and find Dubbya 'hitting' a hookah with Saddam.
Let's be honest, that's about as likely to happen as Rush
Limbaugh getting hooked on prescription painkillers.
Put that in your pipe and smoke it.
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QUESTION OF THE WEEK
JAIME BIVONA

& REGINA LAWRENCE

What is the worst pick-up
line you've ever heard?

If you were a booger I'd
pick you.
—Caitlin McNamara '07

-JJ-

I'm an army recruiter,
why don 'tyou come back
to my place and be all you
can be?
—Chris Merrit '06

ji-

My name is
Burke, Mike
Burke.

—Jimmy Girolamo '06 & Mike Burke '06

Do you wash your clothes
in windex? Because I can
see myselfin your pants.
— Ryan Catterton '06

9f~

Call me Fred Flintstone
because I can make
your bed rock.
--Paul Duffy, '05
99

Is that a keg in your pants?
Because I'd really like to
tap it.
—Alexander Cunliffe, '07

99-
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Swim team down
in numbers
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Diving into commitment: Meghan Doherty,'05, begins laps at practice.
BY CHANDANA RAVI

Quality, not quantity. This is a good motto to live by
in many aspects of life, but may not always apply to sports
teams. The men and women's swim teams will try to prove
that it does apply to its team during this year's season while
coping with the smaller team size.
Last year, Bill Farley came to Fairfield University in
order to take over the swimming program. This is his first
full season as the head coach here at Fairfield. Farley brings
with him a lot of experience as both a swimmer and a coach.
As well as being a top swimmer for the Wolverines, Farley
was a ten-time NCAA All-American, competed in the 1964
United States Olympic team in Japan, as well as U.S. national teams. Farley began his coaching career at Princeton
University, founding its women's swim team.
Farley made several changes to the program right away.
"It's a division I team, and the program has really made a
180 [since Farley came to Fairfield]," said one swimmer.
However, the program has seen a drop in swimmers
on both the men and women's side. Many swimmers quit
this season because of the time commitments required for
the team.
"[I quit] basically because it was too much of a time
commitment that I wasn't willing to commit to," said Kyle
Stefanczyk, '04.
However, both swimmers on the team as well as those
who quit maintain that it was not personally against the
coach, but rather an issue of dedication and commitment.
"When coach came, he made some serious, positive
changes, and [some of the swimmers] made the mature

commitment increase

choice to quit because they did not want to commit" said
Christian McEvoy, '04.
Stefanczyk also said, "If you're not a serious swimmer
you don't want to practice two times a day and wake up at
6:45 to jump into a freezing cold pool. It's not a personal
thing [against coach] at all."
Captain of the women's team, Kelly Steele '05 added,
"The new coach has nothing to do [with the decline of
swimmers]. Everything that coach [Farley] asks of us is
within reasonable expectation. We are a division I sport,
and he's not asking too much of us. [Those who quit] had
their personal reasons for doing so."
"Swimming is one of the most strenuous and demanding sports here at Fairfield," Steele added. "[We have] two
practices everyday, one of which is at 7 a.m., and each one
is for two hours. If you don't truly love it and don't want
to be there, it is hard to be dedicated and committed. You
have to want to be there to meet the demands of coach
[Farley]."
Some swimmers pointed out the benefits of having a
smaller team. "We get personalized attention from coach,
and the team is a lot closer this year. We can help each
other out, and we can really motivate each other to go to the
practices in the morning that are hard to go to," said one
female swimmer. "We said at the beginning of the year,
it's easier to go when you know everyone, and we mean
everyone, will be there with you."
Regardless of the size of the team, both teams are
excited for this season and look forward to all of the hard
work paying off.
"I'm so excited for this year. Coach is so excited, and

every time we talk to him, he pumps us up and we know
we can go far. I can't wait to see what we can do," Steele
said.
The Stags hope to prove that quality is the bottom
line this weekend in their first home meet against Rider
at 1 p.m.

COACH BILL FARLEY

Students still get excited over Fairfield sports despite mishaps
BY KRISTINE LYNCH

Hands off: Coach Tim O'toole and the athletic department are
keeping scandal and basketball team on the down low.

Finally, some enthusiasm
among Fairfield's student body:
"Woo hoo!!...the Stags are now
in sole possession of first place
in the MAAC!!...lookin' for the
league title!" a direct quote from
a student's away message Sunday
after the men's soccer team beat
Canisius and Niagara last weekend and slid to first place in the
MAAC.
After the discontinuation of
the men's football and hockey
program, followed by the men's
basketball scandal, athletics at
Fairfield University was beginning
a disheartening downward spiral.
And why wouldn't it be?
Football and men's basketball
were the sports that Fairfield students came out of the woodwork
for.
Even with the treacherous
winter last year, students revved
their BMWs up 1-95 to the Bridgeport Arena. Why? The Red Sea
was back in action. A Fairfield
sport was actually competitive

OPINION
and making a name for itself.
This year, the athletic department looks and sounds like
a corporation for mimes, at least
where men's basketball is concerned.
Mens basketball's infamous
scandal that inundated the papers this summer is now a topic
shunned from discussion. The
student body, which had to adjust
to the vacant football field, locker
room, and no games for Parent's
and Homecoming weekend, now
faced another let down: another
sport turned sour.
After the basketball scandal
surfaced, rumors began to fly.
Would there be a season? What
players/coaches were going to
suspended or fired? Is purchasing
season tickets worth while?
These are questions that made
the up and coming fan mass turn
vapid and continues to do so as the
investigation proceeds.
People that were once respected and admired turned in-

sidious practically overnight and
the apathy has spread like wild
fire...until now.
The men's soccer team has
drawn crowds that one would
never imagine. Maybe it's new
Lessing Field that entices people,
or perhaps the fans are fascinated
with the international team members who run up and down the
field.
Whatever it is, as the soccer
ticket collector, I see the same
devoted fans every home game
endure the frigid fall nights to
cheer on the men's team. They've
cheered them to a number one
stance in the MAAC league.
So...kudos to the men's soccer team for rejuvenating Fairfield
University's fan life and faith in
the athletic department. Every
university needs a team that will
elucidate school spirit and pride.
It's unsettled whether men's
basketball will have the same
effect as they did last year on
student fans, but one thing is for
sure; the team has it's work cut
out for them.
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THIS WEEK IN SPORTS
VOLLEYBALL
Fell to Villanova 3-1 Tuesday. Kristin Anderson had 13 kills, and Becky
Guess contributed 11. Laurie Brands,'04,
reached the 1000 kills milemarker.

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
NICOLE MAZZOCCHI
Mazzocchi earned Patriot freshman
of the week honors after exibiting
offensive skills during last weekends competitions. She led the
team to a 2-1 inter-league victory
over Lehigh Sunday and recorded
three shots on goal in Saturday's
3-1 loss to Brown University.

WOMEN'S TENNIS
The women took second at the 2003
New England Tennis Championships
Sunday at the University of Vermont.
New Hamshire University placed first.

Do you know someone who should be
named Athlete of the Week?
E-mail in your suggestions to
themirror@stagweb.fairfield.edu

MEN'S SOCCER
Beat both Canisius and Niagara 4-1 over the weekend. The Stags, with a 5-2 MAAC record, stand
in first place within the league. Andrew Frankel
received MAAC Defensive Player of the Week.
Mike Troy earned Offensive Player of the Week,
and Mike Calabrese was Rookie of the Week.

FIELD HOCKEY
Beat Lehigh on the road Sunday 2-1 in •
double overtime. Nicole Mazzocchi,'07,
scored the lone goal. The team is now 5-11
overall and 1-2 in the Patriot League.

?

Women s team opens against Villanova
CONTINUED FROM P.

20

"Lindsay has looked very strong at practice and all preseason," said Nolan. "I also
am confident that Young and Park will be
able to contribute this season," she said.
Along with the freshmen class, Nolan
has added experience to her coaching staff
for the 2003-04 season, inviting former
WNBA player Paige Sauer to join the Fairfield coaching ranks. Sauer, who captained
the University of Connecticut to the 2000
National Championship, will be responsible

for developing the post players as well as assisting Nolan with the on-floor coaching.
"Paige has played ball at the highest
level," said Nolan. "Having someone who
has played at that level will only increase
our players' level, as she will transfer her
knowledge on the court to them," she said.
The Stags will open their season on
Nov.23 to tough competition, facing Villanova, who last year made it to the Elite 8
in the NCAA tournament and beat UConn
in the Big East Finals.
"Opening up to them is going to be

intrigue

a challenge within ourselves," said Cathy
Dash. "But if we can get by them, we can
get by anyone," she said.
Along with Villanova, the Stags will
also face off against teams such as Seton
Hall and St. Johns University, creating a
difficult schedule prior to the start of conference play.
"We've got a difficult out-of-conference
schedule," said Nolan. "And I think its going
to be a challenge and a battle every night with
a number of MAAC teams," she said.
Dash, although also realizing the dif-

ficult schedule facing the team this season,
remains confident that the Stags will succeed
in reaching their "one goal".
"I know a lot of people who play for
MAAC teams and they are scared of us,"
said Dash. "We returned nearly everybody
while a lot of teams lost players," she said.
"We are in really good shape and if we are
able to maintain it, we will be running teams
out of the gym."
The women can be seen in action this
Saturday at the Arena at Harbor Yard for
"Late Night with the Stags."

Private Sinaina Class
a hair salon

Book now with
Jillian Brenner and receive:
• 25% off color and highlights
• Men's cuts starting at $25
• Women's cuts starting at $35

with Ivan Rutherford,
star of Broadway's

Les

les

1 mile from campus
203-913-1080
Member of National Association
of Teachers of Singing

you accidentally knock
your roommate's
toothbrush into the toilet,
he's not home, what d<
you do?
question, compare yc
opinions with others.
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Men's hoops will face tough 2003-2004 schedule
BY BEN DOODY

Seven years later, the Fairfield University's men's basketball team still hasn't made
it back to the big dance.
On March 13, 1997, the Stags had
scared the heck out of just about every
college basketball fan in the country. They
weren't even supposed to be a worthy speed
bump along top seeded North Carolina's
road to the Final Four, yet the pesky red
and white clad Stags sunk three-pointer after
three- pointer and threatened to become the
first No. 16 seed in NCAA tournament history to knock off a No. 1 seed.
The Tar Heels overcame a seven point
second half deficit and escaped with an 8274 victory.
Last season, coach Tim O'Toole and
company very nearly had an opportunity
to use their dancing shoes but lost in the
MAAC Tournament Championship game
to Manhattan.
After a controversy-filled offseason in
which an investigation was launched due
to allegations of NCAA rule violations, the
Stags are hungrier than ever to get back to
basketball, and back to its promise land: the
NCAA tournament.
This hunger appears to have a chance to
be satisfied. The 2003-2004 Stags include all
but three of those on last year's roster, most
notable of the returnees is Sudanese shotswatter Deng Gai, whose 3.9 blocked shots per
game was fourth best in the nation last year.
The 6'9" junior also led the Stags in scoring
(12.8 ppg) and rebounding (6.8 rpg).
Gai's classmates KudjoSogadzi and Ty-

Mirror file photo

Stags take a stand: Stags get excited during a game last year.
quawn Goode were also major contributors 112/59 assist to turnover ratio, and second
during the Stags' 19-12 campaign. Sogadzi with a 44.2 three point field goal percentage.
netted a team best 29 three pointers, and He and center Rob Thomson,'04, will serve
Goode, a 5'5" point guard from Brooklyn, as the squad's co-captains.
N.Y., was a gritty defender, often shutting
What makes this team so good, Duyon
down opponents who had significant height says, is their incredible depth. O'Toole
advantages.
shuffled his players in and out of the starting
"Defensively, he's tenacious" said Rory lineup last year, with eight men starting ten
Duyon '06, the play-by-play announcer for games or more. Sogadzi was the lone Stag to
the team's internet broadcasts. "It's just so start all 31 games, but due to the team's depth,
fun to watch him play."
he averaged just 20.4 minutes per game.
Goode produced 1.6 steals per game,
Goode and Terrance Todd '06 will
tied for eighth best in the MAAC in '02- likely share time in the point guard slot.
'03. His defense, however, should not Todd started 21 games last year, to Goode's
overshadow his role as an offensive catalyst. 10, but the two received a nearly identical
He ranked fourth in the conference with a amount of playing time. Todd's classmate

DeWitt Maxwell, a scrappy forward who
Duyon says "plays big for his size", is a
probable starter, as is Thomson.
Sharp-shooting Michael Bell '06 leads
a strong cast of returning reserves, which
also includes fellow guard Charles Bentley,
swingman Alvin Carter, forward Brad Feleccia and newcomers Michael Van Schaick,
a 6'2" guard from Glenns Falls, N.Y., and
Marty O'Sullivan, a 6'7" forward from
Honeoye Falls, N.Y.
As usual, O'Toole's troops will play a
very strong non-conference schedule. The
Atlantic 10 will send Fordham (Dec. 2) and
George Washington (Dec. 23) to the Arena
at Harbor Yard in Bridgeport. The Stags will
make two trips to Madison Square Garden
during the regular season: A Nov. 24 date at
perennial Big East powerhouse St. John's,
and a Jan. 3 match-up with Michigan.
The highlight of the schedule however,
will come on Jan. 6, when the Stags travel to
what is arguably the loudest and most intimidating atmosphere in college sports—Cameron Indoor Stadium, home of the national
championship contending Duke University.
The Devils won last year's match up 86-58.
"Going in there as a freshman is going to be really exciting" said O'Sullivan.
O'Sullivan had the unique opportunity of
playing at Cameron Indoor in an AAU
tournament, but has never played before
the "Cameron Crazies"— the standard for
student basketball fans.
The Stags, who have been participating
in preseaon practices, officially kick off their
seaon this Saturday with "Late Night with
the Stags" at the Arena at Harbor Yard.

Lady Stags set sights on NCAA tournament
BY BRYAN MAHONEY

Alexis Delaney/The Mirror

Circle of hope: Coach Diane Nolan rounds up her team during a preseason
practice at Alumni Hall. The women, as well as the men, will play their home
games at the Arena at Harbor Yard in Bridgeport.

The opportunity to play in the NCAA tournament stands as the greatest motivational force
behind any collegiate basketball program across
the country. Yet for the Fairfield University
women's basketball team, the tournament isn't
the only thing that matters. The chance to open
tournament play on its home court in front of the
home crowd is the true incentive for the upcoming
2003-2004 season.
When it was announced last July that Fairfield
University would host the first and second rounds
of the Division I Women's Basketball Championship at the Arena at Harbor Yard, the Fairfield
women's team set its goal into action.
"It's not often you get the chance to host
and play a round of the NCAA tournament,"
said coach Dianne Nolan. "Our goal is to be
playing at the Arena for the first round of the
tournament."
"One team, one goal" has become the team's
motto and with the help of the strength and conditioning coach Mark Spellman, the Stags have
been preparing and conditioning in the off-season,
in hopes of achieving their objective.
"Our goal is to win MAAC Championships,"
said Clare Faurote '06. "Our team chemistry is
real great this year, and I think we should have a
good season," she said.

With the return of 12 players, including 20022003 preseason first-team All-MAAC selection
Schrene Isidora, the Stags are looking to make
a strong showing in the MAAC this season. Isidora, who missed most of last season due to injury,
along with co-captain Marybeth Chartier,'04, will
be looked upon to guide the team to the top of
the conference.
"Schrene is back and has been looking real
good at practice," said Faurote. "I think Marybeth
will also perform well this year," she said.
Among the other returning players, Nolan
will also look towards Milica Milijkovoc '04,
Janelle McManus '05, and Cathy Dash '05 for
leadership on the court.
Milijkovoc, a Jacksonville University transfer, was second in the MAAC in blocked shots last
year and will be the Stags' top inside threat for the
upcoming season.
McManus and Dash, both third team AllMAAC selections last season, will be looked
to add offensive strength to the Stags' lineup, as
McManus was the Stags' leading scorer and Dash
finished seventh in the MAAC in three-pointers.
A talented freshman class is also expected to
contribute to the team this season, as Nolan added
Candice Lindsay, Elise Young and Elizabeth Park
to the lineup.
SEE "WOMEN" ON P.
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